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INTRODUCTION:GOOD AFTERNOON – PERSONAL GREETING Tribal Nations are on the front lines of Climate Change – in fact we face many changes in our communities – we’ve been dealing with dramatic changes and forces outside of our control for centuries. And even before that, mother earth always taught us about the importance of adapting. However now, change is less predictable and with the human influence on a changing climate, we face major changes in the very way of life. �At NCAI – in many of our greatest challenges – we focus on the solutions and the great possibilities – we are a people of hope and that has led to our survival.�That’s why NCAI is focused this year on the theme of “Securing Our Futures”. First though before I tell you how tribal nations are working to secure our futures, let me give you a quick background on Indian Country. 



Tribal Nations

• 566 Federally recognized tribal nations

• 229 of those tribes and villages located in Alaska;
• Remaining tribes are located in 34 other states

• 5.2 million people or 1.7 percent of the US 
population

• 100 million acres - total land mass under American 
Indian or Alaska Native control; Indian Country the 
fourth largest state in the United States.
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Our tribal nations are diverse and we are very much here. While many know the challenges of Indian Country – we are also thriving like never before in many ways. �There are 566 Federally recognized tribal nations.�229 of those tribes and villages located in Alaska;The remaining tribes are located in 34 other states�There are 5.2 million people American Indian and Alaska Native people (alone-or in combination with another race) or 1.7 percent of the US population.�There are - 100 million acres of total land mass under American Indian or Alaska Native control; this would make Indian Country the fourth largest state in the United States.



Climate Change

“Paddle To Swinomish 2011” canoe journey
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American Indians/Alaska Natives represent America’s most rural population and our people and nations are amongst the poorest peoples in the nation.The truth is, Native people are on the front lines of climate change – and our lives, our societies, and cultures are all being directly impacted already. You need to look no further than the devastating effects a changing climate is having on our traditional way of life. In Alaska, where I come from,  we are now seeing the most tangible impacts of climate change. We are preparing for the relocation of our Alaskan communities due to rising sea levels. The village of Kivalina is just one example.  ��Our traditional hunting grounds are constantly moving as food such as the caribou go in constant search for their own food supply.��Fishing is decreasing as well, the warmer waters are having negative effects on spawning habits and oxygen supply.��Our traditional medicines are disappearing, putting our health needs in jeopardy.�Already extremely high fuel costs are rising. �Sadly these effects are taking place in all corners of Alaska.Let me show you what the front lines look like. 



2012 – Kuskokwim River,  Alaska
Watch Video
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Here is what the front lines look like. These are the people of the Kuskokwim River – near the village of Akiak. Last June – the villages along the Kuskokwim prepared for their first harvest of King Salmon for subsistence fishing. Instead, State and federal wildlife officials seized 21 nets and 1,100 pounds of salmon from subsistence fishermen in Southwest Alaska, enforcing subsistence fishing closure on the Lower Kuskokwim. Because of low salmon runs, the state officials decided to taper off initial fishing for the villages – even though the villages opposed it and worked within the system to talk about why they needed access to fishing. Elders and families, cash-poor village residents, rely on salmon as a primary and traditional food source.Two communities -- Tuntutuliak and Akiak -- issued resolutions or statements encouraging residents to fish despite the government ban.The village leaders cited climate change and human impact on the fish populations as key drivers for low fish returns – warmer oceans, degraded fish habitat, depleted populations due to commerical fishing.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dJ1-Sjlv75s


- Drought
- Water Supply
- Wildfire
- Agricultural and harvest cycle disruption

DOE
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In the US, the effects of climate change is also impacting Native American tribes in the lower 48. From wildfires to water shortages, changes in traditional food availabilities, forestry management to wildlife;  tribes have been preparing for the real impacts of climate change. I spoke with a tribal council member last Thursday who told me that due to changes in climate, the green grazing lands of the White River Pauite in Nevada have turned to dry, dusted barren lands. It has been devastating to their cattle, the numbers have decreased from 2,500 head to just 450, and they are not sure how long the remaining cattle will last.�The Kalamath Tribe of Southern Oregon are facing water issues due to lower snowpack in the Cascades – threatening water supply and salmon populations.�Drought in the Southwest is effecting crops and grazing lands as well. �More powerful snowstorms are occurring in the Northeast accounting for record cold temperatures and snow fall.�The Passamaquoddy Tribe in Maine have expressed concerns as their traditional medicines continue to disappear. Sadly there is no way to transplant seeds from this medicine due to the changes of temperature in the soil.And all of these items come with a real cost.



SECURING 

OUR 

FUTURE

- American Indian land comprises approximately 2% of U.S. land but contains an 
estimated 5% of all renewable energy resources. 

- The total technical potential on tribal lands for electricity generation from

- utility-scale rural solar resources is about 14 billion MWh, or 5.1% of 
total U.S. generation potential.

- from wind resources is about 1,100 million MWh, or about 3.4% of 
the total U.S. technical potential.

- from hydropower resources is about 13 million MWh, or about 
5.1% of the total U.S. technical potential.

DOE
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I can go on about the negative impacts of what climate change is doing to our people and to Mother Earth, but I feel it is better to focus on what we can do to alleviate the effects of climate change starting today.�What are tribes doing to Secure Our Future?�Let’s look at the opportunity: �According the US Department of Energy:- American Indian land comprises approximately 2% of U.S. land but contains an estimated 5% of all renewable energy resources. �- The total technical potential on tribal lands for electricity generation from:�utility-scale rural solar resources is about 14 billion megawatts per hour, or 5.1% of total U.S. generation potential.from wind resources is about 1,100 million megawatts per hour, or about 3.4% of the total U.S. technical potential.from hydropower resources is about 13 million megawatts per hour, or about 5.1% of the total U.S. technical potential.



First Stewards Symposium, July 2012
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Tribal leaders aren’t standing by. We haven’t for a long time tribal leaders have addressed this issue. The photo you see is the First Stewards conference hosted last summer in Washington, DC – brought together tribal leaders from coastal tribes to discuss solutions and address issues facing tribes. 



Ho‐Chunk, Inc. – Winnebago Reservation, NE
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Let’s talk about some of the projects that are happening with regard to renewable energy. �Here is a great example of small steps leading to changes in a local community. Ho-Chunk Inc. on the Winnebago Reservation in Nebraska isn’t waiting on any one.They’ve just started building. Ho-Chunk Inc. is installing solar panels on their roofs and small wind turbines next to homes to off set the price of electricity. Reduced permitting bureaucracy allows for moving quickly to site installations and easily finance projects through tribe. 



Tribal schools create their own biodiesel to win 
energy challenge 
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We have a great partner in the Obama administration and with champions in congress. The U.S. Department of Energy Office of Indian Energy Policy and Programs is doing great things. Here you see a photo of winners of a tribal energy competition – where a tribal schools created their own biodiesel to win energy challenge. �In 2012 office selected 11 Tribes—five in Alaska and six in the contiguous United States—to receive on-the-ground technical support for community-based energy efficiency and renewable energy projects as part of DOE-IE’s Strategic Technical Assistance Response Team (START) Program.Examples of the projects – �Arctic Village Council—optimize the community’s powerhouse generators, support power cost equalization (PCE) reinstatement, install pre-pay meters for residential buildings, and explore feasibility of community-scale solar energy generation.� Pascua Yaqui Tribe (AZ)—assist Tribe in completing prioritization and feasibility analysis for solar power generation development to meet tribal economic development goals. �Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indian Township (ME)—provide technical and financial analysis for a proposed wind farm, including analysis of wind ownership options for the Tribe. 



Forest County Potawatomi Anaerobic 
Digester and Biogas Generation Plant

Forest County Potwatomi 35 kw solar 
panels on tribal administration building
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What about larger utility scale projects?Under the leadership of Harold “Gus” Frank the Chairman of the Forest County Potawatomi Community, the tribe has taken a proactive approach to many important environmental issues and taken practical steps to help ensure that future generations have access to clean air, water and land. �The Tribe has implemented several significant energy efficiency projects – at the Casino – tribal offices. The tribe has performed energy audits of tribal facilities and increased the use of renewable energy on the reservation, considerably reducing its overall energy use and carbon footprint.�In October 2011, the Tribe completed installation and commissioning of 35 kW array of solar panels on the roof of its Milwaukee Administration Building.� The Tribe is currently developing and evaluating plans for an anaerobic biodigester and biogas generation facility, which would be funded in part under DOE Community Renewable Energy Grant. �The facility would convert food waste from local businesses into biogas, which would then be converted to electricity by large internal combustion engines.� The facility would generate up to 2 MW of clean power, which would be sold to the grid. 



OPPORTUNITY

Great potential for jobs in natural resource 
management for youth and the next generation:

- Agriculture
- Water

- Fish and wildlife management
- Energy

- Forestry
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Renewable energy technology is not the only answer. Climate change is well underway and we’re dealing with it now. Natural Resource management is where we must also look to continue our advances. Tribes are focused on water conservation and management in droughts.Forestry and wildfire management.�Fisheries and conservation efforts are all part of efforts we’ve been working on in the last decades. But it’s also what we’ve done since time immemorial – but we must look for the new opportunities. There is great potential for jobs in natural resource management for youth and the next generation.� AgricultureWater;Fish and wildlife;Energy;Forestry.And so on. 



The Next 

Generation
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Photo 1: Nelson Kanuk, Student, Kipnuk, Alaska – a next generation leader from Alaska. �Photo 2: High School students make a circle around one of the old growth cedars in Quinault Indian Nation’s canoe grove that is managed for trees for cultural uses such as canoes.Message – �Like has always been the next generation is our focus and can help us think about how to adapt.  �New technology will help us manage our ways, but we must not forget our traditions and hold strong to our cultures. Broadband is essential to advancing new ways of smart energy solutions, increasing education, and interconnecting to the smart energy economy. We will remain the stewards of our land, and listen to mother nature as she changes. This is how we will secure our futures. 



For More Information

www.NCAI.org
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